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ABSTRACT
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) has been proposed as a methodology that provides new modularization of software systems by allowing encapsulation of cross-cutting concerns. AspectJ, an aspectoriented programming language, provides two major constructs:
advice and pointcuts. The scope of pointcuts spans across various
objects instantiated from the classes. With the increase in the number of objects, classes, and integration of source code, it is likely
that a developer writes a pointcut that does not serve its intended
purpose. Therefore, there is a need to test pointcuts for validating
the correctness of their expressions.
In this paper, we propose APTE, an automated framework that
tests pointcuts in AspectJ programs with the help of AJTE, an existing unit-testing framework without weaving. Our new APTE
framework identifies joinpoints that satisfy a pointcut expression
and a set of boundary joinpoints, which are events that do not satisfy a pointcut expression but are close to the matched joinpoints.
The boundary joinpoints are identified as those unmatched joinpoint candidates whose distance from the matched joinpoints are
less than a predefined threshold value. A developer could inspect
these matched joinpoints and boundary joinpoints for correctness
of the pointcuts.

1. INTRODUCTION
Aspect-Oriented Programming(AOP) [5] attempts to aid programmers in the separation of concerns: breaking down of a program
into distinct parts that overlap in functionality. In particular, AOP
focuses on the modularization of concerns as appropriate for the
host language and provides a mechanism for describing concerns
that crosscut each other. AspectJ [15, 10] is an implementation of
AOP for the Java [14] programming language.The major components of this AOP language are joinpoints, pointcuts, advice, and
aspects. Joinpoints are well-defined locations within the primary
code where a concern will crosscut the application. Joinpoints can
be method calls, constructor invocations, or some other points in
the execution of a program. Pointcuts are constructs that match
the joinpoints, which perform a specific action called advice when
triggered. Advice contains its own set of rules as to when it is to
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be invoked in relation to the joinpoint that has been triggered. The
encapsulation of joinpoint, pointcut, and advice is provided by an
aspect.
The crosscutting behavior of AspectJ can be divided into two
major components: what the behavior does (advice) and where the
behavior applies (pointcut). Unit testing [9, 17, 16] in AOP can be
carried out by weaving or without weaving the aspect code with
the encapsulating components (called the target classes). Unit testing without weaving involves tests in isolation that verify individual components of the AOP language independent of other components. These tests directly verify properties of aspects such as the
advice behavior and pointcut matching.
Pointcuts are predicates that match an event (Joinpoints) in the
execution of a program. Pointcuts are modelled using expressions
that identify the type, scope, or context of the events. AspectJ
pointcuts provide the features of abstraction and composition, which
include various designators, wildcards, and their combination with
logical operators. Developers often lack high confidence on assuring that these pointcuts are specified as intended. In addition,
during program evolution, specified pointcuts may not be robust
enough to stand the maximum chance of continuing to match the
intended joinpoints, and only the intended join points.
In this paper, we propose a framework that automatically checks
the correctness of the pointcut expressions in aspect code. In the
implementation of the framework, we use AJTE [17], an existing
framework that performs unit testing without weaving. Our framework receives as input a threshold value and a list of source files,
including the source of aspects and target classes. The framework
outputs a list of matched joinpoints in the target classes as well as
a list of boundary joinpoints, which are events that do not satisfy
a pointcut expression but are close to the matched joinpoints. The
framework also outputs the distances of these boundary joinpoints
from the matched joinpoints, being measured to quantify their deviation from the matched ones. The boundary joinpoints are identified as those unmatched joinpoint candidates whose distance from
the matched joinpoints are less than a predefined threshold value.
This threshold value is the maximum distance against which the
distances of unmatched joinpoint candidates are compared and is
supplied by the user to the framework. A developer could inspect
the matched joinpoints and boundary joinpoints for correctness of
the pointcuts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
an overview of pointcuts in AspectJ. Section 3 illustrates our APTE
framework. Section 4 describes the implementation of the framework. Section 5 provides preliminary results of applying the framework on selected subjects. Section 6 discusses issues of the framework. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes the
paper.

2. POINTCUTS IN ASPECTJ
This section presents an example to explain pointcuts in AspectJ
and discusses potential problems of pointcuts during program evolution. Section 2.1 presents an example program. Section 2.2 explains sample situations where problems could occur.

2.1 Example
We illustrate the concept of pointcuts by using a simple RSA
encryption example that uses the FastDivision algorithm for initial
primality test. Figure 2 shows the implementation of the classes.
The RSA class provides the operation of RSA encryption and the
FastDivision class performs the primality test.
The NonNegativeArg aspect checks whether a method argument is a nonnegative integer. The aspect contains a piece of advice
that goes through the arguments of a method and checks whether
these arguments are nonnegative integers. A method whose arguments need to be checked is identified by the pointcut expression
“checkarg”. In this example, the pointcut expression has been designed to match any public method that ends with “Prime”, has an
integer argument, and is invoked by an instance of any class with
boolean as the return value.

2.2 Problems with pointcuts
The pointcut checkarg appears to be robust as it meets its requirements and matches only the joinpoint “isPrime(int num)”
with a single integer argument. But in practice, the choice of primality test algorithms in encryption varies with implementation or
as the program evolves. For example, consider an implementation of RSA encryption with another primality test algorithm called
MillerRabin. The example provided in Figure 2 is improved by
performing a second round of primality test on numbers detected
as prime by the FastDivision algorithm. Figure 3 shows the implementation of the class.
Now the pointcut matches only the “isPrime” method of the
FastDivision class. Because only a single argument has been
matched in the pointcut expression , the “isPrime” method of the
MillerRabin class is ruled out. Here we need to modify the pointcut expression to be more generic on the number of arguments in
order to check for non-negative arguments on both the primality test
functions. Similarly there could be instances where the designed
pointcut matches unwanted joinpoints and has to be narrowed down
to avoid the unwanted matches. Identifying such errors manually
is tedious when the number of objects, classes and source codes is
large.
Even when developers design pointcuts for the current program
version, they could make mistakes in defining the right pointcuts:
designed pointcuts may be too narrow leaving out some necessary
joinpoints out of matched scope or including more than necessary
joinpoints in the matched scope.

3. THE APTE FRAMEWORK
Figure 4 provides a high level overview of the framework. Our
framework receives source files of the aspects and target classes
under test. In particular, the source files are given as input to three
components in the framework: candidate generator, pointcut generator, and AJTE. AJTE outputs a test bench that consists of methods
for testing the joinpoint candidates generated from the candidate
generator. Then the framework feeds this result and pointcuts obtained from the pointcut generator to the distance measure component to identify the boundary joinpoints, which are events that do
not satisfy a pointcut expression but are close to the matched joinpoints. The framework also outputs the distances of these boundary
joinpoints from the matched joinpoints, being measured to quantify

aspect NonNegativeArg {
pointcut checkarg() :
execution(public boolean *.*Prime(int));
before() : checkarg() {
Object args = thisJoinPoint.getArgs();
if ((args instanceof Integer) &&
(((Integer)args).intValue() < 0))
throw new RuntimeException("negative arg of " +
thisJoinPoint.getSignature().toShortString());
}
}

Figure 1: NonNegativeArg aspect
class FastDivision {
public boolean isPrime(int num){
//Fast division primality test algorithm
...
}
}
class RSA {
public void rsa() {
//Algorithm to perform RSA encryption
boolean result;
int n = genRandom();
FastDivision obj = new FastDivision();
result = obj.isPrime(n);
}
}

Figure 2: An RSA encryption with the FastDivision algorithm
class MillerRabin {
public boolean isPrime(int base, int exponent){
//Miller Rabin primality test algorithm
...
}
}
class RSA {
public void rsa() {
//Algorithm to perform RSA encryption
boolean result;
int n = genRandom();
FastDivision obj = new FastDivision();
result = obj.isPrime(n);
if(result) {
int exp = genRandom();
MillerRabin obj = new MillerRabin();
result = obj.isPrime(n, exp);
}
}
}

Figure 3: An RSA encryption with the MillerRabin algorithm
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Figure 4: Overview of the APTE framework
Figure 7: Distance Measure
their deviation from the matched ones. A developer could inspect
these selected joinpoints and joinpoint candidates for correctness
of the pointcuts.
Our APTE framework has been designed to verify the correctness of the pointcut expressions in aspect code. The framework
is based on the approach of automatically generating the test inputs
(joinpoint candidates and pointcut expressions) to test the pointcuts
and identify the boundary joinpoints with the measure calculated
using the Levenshtein algorithm (also called Edit-Distance)1 .
Our framework uses AJTE, a unit-testing framework for aspects
without weaving, which provides methods for creating joinpoint
objects, which are in turn used as arguments to pointcut-testing
methods. The TestJoinPoint class of AJTE is the class for processing a joinpoint as an object. The TestPointcut class is the class
for processing a pointcut expression as an object. Once these objects are created, the testPointcut method is used to check if the
joinpoint object matches the pointcut object.
Our framework automatically generates likely join points from
the Java class file. This list forms the joinpoint candidates used to
test the pointcuts. The framework generates all possible joinpoints
from the Java class. Figure 5 shows the joinpoint candidates generated for the RSA encryption example. The framework identifies
two execution joinpoints and two call joinpoints. The execution
joinpoints identify the execution of the public method “isPrime”.
The call joinpoints identify the call sites of the same method. These
functions are invoked by the objects of the classes MillerRabin
and FastDivision. Once the joinpoint candidates are identified,
they are fed as input to the TestJoinPoint factory class of AJTE
to produce joinpoint objects. These joinpoint objects are then fed
as arguments to the TestJoinPoint factory class of AJTE to verify if the joinpoints match the pointcut expression. This step is
performed on all joinpoint candidates.
The second set of inputs include the pointcut expressions from
the AspectJ source file. We parse the AspectJ source code to identify the pointcut expressions. Figure 6 shows the list of pointcut
expressions identified for the NonNegativeArg aspect. This list
identifies two categories of joinpoints: joinpoint candidates that
1
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satisfy a pointcut expression and those that do not. For each pointcut expression, the distance between the preceding two categories
are measured using the Levenshtein algorithm. The result of this
algorithm is an integer value that signifies the number of transformations (i.e., insertions, deletions) that should be performed on a
unmatched joinpoint candidate to transform it into a joinpoint that
successfully matches a pointcut expression. Figure 7 shows a sample measure between a joinpoint (which matches a pointcut expression) and a joinpoint candidate (which does not match a pointcut
expression). The measure of 4 indicates that the joinpoint candidate requires a transformation of 4 letters to become a successful
joinpoint. Then the framework identifies boundary joinpoints by
comparing joinpoint candidates’ distance against the user-defined
threshold value and outputs these boundary joinpoints along with
the list of matched joinpoints.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented the framework for AspectJ and Java code
using the Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) [3], Java reflection API [13], and AJTE. The current implementation of the framework supports an AspectJ compiler called ajc [4] Version 1.5 and
Java 5 [1]. The main components of the framework includes the
test bench generator, pointcut generator, candidate generator, and
distance measure component, as shown in Figure 8.

4.1

Test Bench Generator

The Test Bench generator is a part of AJTE that translates the
data from the aspect class (generated by the ajc AspectJ compiler)
and provides two wrapper classes: TestJoinPoint and TestPointcut.
The TestJoinPoint class is a class for processing a join point
as an object. The TestPointcut class is a class for processing a
pointcut expression as an object. The testPointcut method has
both a pointcut expression object and a join point object as the parameters. If the former matches the latter, it returns true; otherwise,
it returns false. The framework feeds the aspect class and aspect
source code as input to the test bench generator, which generates
the Test Bench Java file. Then the framework automatically com-
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Figure 8: Implementation of the APTE framework

piles the Test Bench Java source using the ajc AspectJ compiler to
generate the Test Bench class file.

4.2 Pointcut Generator
The pointcut generator parses the AspectJ source code to identify
pointcut expressions. The generated pointcuts are passed as parameters to the distance measure component to identify the group of
joinpoints that are matched against a particular pointcut expression
and then use them to measure the distance.

4.3 Candidate Generator
The framework feeds the Java class file as input to the candidate
generator. This component uses the Java reflection API to generate
the methods [8] in the class file, parse the class file and identify
the call sites of the methods in the code. The component produces
joinpoint candidates using the identified call sites and execution
points. Then the framework feeds these joinpoint candidates to the
TestJoinPoint factory class to generate joinpoint objects.

4.4 Distance Measure Component
The framework feeds the list of joinpoints that satisfy a pointcut expression, candidate joinpoints that fail to satisfy any pointcut
expression, and the pointcut expressions to the distance measure
component. This component uses the Levenshtein algorithm to
compute the distance. The distance signifies the number of characters that need to be inserted, deleted, or modified in the candidate
joinpoints to transform them into joinpoints that match a particular pointcut expression. Finally the framework identifies boundary
joinpoints by comparing joinpoint candidates’ distance against the
user-defined threshold value and outputs boundary jionpoints along
with the list of matched joinpoints.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We describe selected outputs of applying our framework on a
few pointcut expressions and joinpoints identified from the AspectJ Benchmark Suite2 for our sample code,as shown in Table 1.
Columns 1-4 show the pointcut expressions, joinpoints (which successfully match the pointcut expressions), joinpoint candidates, and
the distance measures using the Levenshtein algorithm, respectively.
The listed joinpoint candidates are the boundary joinpoints identified with the threshold of 20.
The first pointcut expression matches the execution of any public method that ends with “Blocks”, accepts an integer as an argument, and returns an integer value. The executions of methods
combineBlocks and deleteBlocks match these pointcut expressions whereas the executions of methods turnblock and getBlock
fail. These two failed joinpoints are considered as joinpoint candidates and are measured against the joinpoints that matched the
pointcut expression. The measures are shown in the last column.
For example, the joinpoint candidate “execution(public int
Apte.turnBlock(int))” differs from the joinpoint “execution
(public int Apte.deleteBlocks(int))” by a measure of 8.
This measure indicates that the joinpoint candidate requires a transformation of 8 characters to be a successful joinpoint. Similarly,
the measures for other joinpoint candidates could be found in the
table.

6.

DISCUSSION

The current implementation of the framework provides support
for automatic generation of joinpoint candidates for the following
types of designators in a pointcut: execution (method or constructor call execution), call (method or call), initialization, and args.
We plan to extend the framework to support other designators in a
pointcut expression in future work.
On and off point values [2] for joinpoint candidates are defined
based on the threshold value selected by the user. On-point candidates are those candidates that lie on the boundary, i.e., those
whose distances from matched joinpoints are within the threshold
value, while the rest are off-point candidates. The current implementation of the Levenshtein algorithm computes the measure to
compare with the threshold to identify boundary joinpoints. We
plan to extend the distance measure component and automatically
analyze likely transformation of the pointcut expression in order to
be matched by an unmatched joinpoint candidate.

7.

RELATED WORK

Lopes and Ngo [9] classify behavior of aspect-oriented programs
into aspectual behavior or aspectual composition. Xie and Zhao [16]
developed the Aspectra framework that automatically generates tests
for testing aspectual behavior by leveraging existing Java test generation tools.
Our APTE framework performs unit testing of pointcuts for AspectJ programs by using the AJTE framework [17]. The AJTE
framework allows to test whether the pointcut expression associated with a piece of advice matches (manually) provided joinpoints.
Manually identifying joinpoints for testing pointcuts is tedious especially when the number of objects and classes is large. Our
APTE framework reduces human effort in the testing process because APTE automates test-input generation as well test execution.
Störzer and Graf [12] developed the pointcut delta analysis to
analyze different versions of an AspectJ program. Their analysis
detects semantic differences in the program behavior because of
2
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Table 1: Selected outputs of the APTE framework
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changed pointcut semantics in multiple versions. Their approach
does not verify the correctness of a pointcut expression in a single version of the AspectJ program. Their approach assumes that
the pointcut expressions are logically correct. It does not attempt
to search for probable joinpoints that may have been missed out
due to an error in pointcut construction. Our approach helps detect
these probable joinpoints and verifies if the constructed pointcut
expression is logically correct.
Mortensen and Alexander [11] approach provides a set of mutation operators to find incorrect strengths in pointcut patterns and
thereby evaluate the effectiveness of a test suite. Their approach
does not verify the correctness of the expression or measure unmatched joinpoints. Our approach computes the measure of the
boundary joinpoints and indicates the amount of transformation required to change them into successful joinpoints.
Koppen and Stoerzer [7] proposed a pointcut delta analysis to
address the issue of breaking pointcut semantics due to changes in
base code. The analysis calculates the set of matched joinpoints for
multiple versions of base code and compares the resulting sets, producing delta information for pointcut matching. Kellens et al. [6]
proposed model-based pointcuts, which address the issue of fragile
pointcuts upon the evolution of base programs. Neither of these
approaches attempt to verify the correctness of a pointcut expression in an existing or current version of base code. Our approach
verifies these pointcut expressions as well as identifying boundary
joinpoints.

8. CONCLUSION
In aspect-oriented programs, with the increase in the number of
objects, classes, a developer may likely write a pointcut that fails
to serve its intended purpose. In this paper, we have proposed
APTE, an automated framework that tests pointcuts in AspectJ programs. The framework receives a list of source files, including the
source of aspects and target classes. The framework outputs a list of
matched joinpoints as well as a list of boundary joinpoints, which
are events that do not satisfy a pointcut expression but are close
to the matched joinpoints. The framework also outputs the distances of these boundary joinpoints from the matched joinpoints,
being measured to quantify their deviation from the matched ones.
Developers could inspect these selected joinpoints and joinpoints
candidates for correctness of the pointcuts. Our preliminary results

show that the both matched joinpoints and identified boundary joinpoints deserve developers’ attention.
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